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OUR HIGHLIGHT

Ofsted graded Autism Bedfordshire “Outstanding” for our Luton Junior Activity Scheme.

The Ofsted report praised the scheme for its high-quality provision, staff expertise, and positive
outcomes for the children. The report stated: “Children receive the highest form of support in managing
their behaviour.
Because staff know children so well, they are attuned to the signs that a child may be becoming
overwhelmed. They take swift, yet sensitive steps to reduce anxiety for children.” 

The report also highlighted the feedback from the parents and carers of the children who attended the
scheme. The report said: “Parents comment that they would be lost without the scheme and their
children simply wouldn't have a summer without it. They feel thankful for the respite it provides, with
the reassurance that their children are safe, secure and most of all, happy.” 

On 4th August, the Luton Mayor, Mohammed Yaqub Hanif, the Luton South MP, Rachel Louise Hopkins,
the Central Bedfordshire Council representative, Dr Hayley Whitaker, and the Trust Manager of The Steel
Charitable Trust, Isla Stanger, visited our Summer Activity Scheme. 
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Senior Team Leaders 

Team Leaders 

Support Workers 

Volunteers 

Bedford

3

5

32

2

Luton

2

5

29

4

“Thank you for all your hard work and
for being an amazing team. Always great
communication and willingness to answer

any questions I have.”



Summer Fun

Is for autistic 10-17 years olds
with lower support needs. This
scheme ran for 5 days Monday
to Friday over two weeks.

Junior Activity Schemes
 

This scheme provided 1:1
support for autistic children
between 3-9 year olds,
including those with moderate
to severe learning difficulties.
This scheme ran for 5 days
Monday to Friday.

ATTENDANCE

Young people
supported on 

Summer Fun schemes

39
Young people
supported on 

Holiday Club schemes

37
Young people
supported on 

Junior Activity schemes

49

125
autistic children and
young people were

supported

2662
hours of short breaks

were enjoyed by
families

Overview of
project

Holiday Clubs 

This club provided 1:1 support
for autistic young people aged
10-17 with moderate to severe
learning difficulties. This scheme
ran for 5 days Monday to Friday.

Our Summer Activity Schemes were based in Bedford and Luton and provided a
wide range of onsite activities and community-based experiences for autistic
children and young people aged 3 to 17 years across Bedfordshire. Each scheme is
specifically designed to cater for the different needs, interests, ages and abilities of
those that attend.

Each of our schemes is specially designed to cater for the different needs, interests, ages and
abilities of the children who attend:

SCHEMES
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Luton Junior Activity Scheme 2023

Bedford Junior Activity Scheme 2019



PLANNING AND PREVISONS
FOR SUMMER SCHEME

Planning and preparation includes:
Personalisation: The planning of scheme starts with identifying the needs of the undiviuals:
collecting information such as medical needs, likes and dislikes, sensory needs, dietary needs
and communication methods. This then influences the planning and preparation needed to best
support them  e.g. sensory play, quiet spaces, engaging and stimulating activities both onsite
and at the outings, planned learning opportunities and staff training.
Reducing anxiety: Routine, structure and predictability is crucial and we ensure that this need is
met through calendars counting down to scheme, visual schedules and flashcards for
communication, visual countdowns to support transitions and a taster day for young people to
visit the venue and staff in advance.
Venue: We take time to make sure the facilities within the venues can cater for all. Our staff
conduct a full evaluation of the premises with health and safety checks and risk assessments.
Staff: Recruiting the right staff is vital to ensure we have the right individuals that have a
variety of skills and knowledge to offer and strengthen the team as a whole, but also eagerness
to expand their development with support from us through compulsory training we provide to
all including safeguarding, policies and procedures and supporting an autistic individual with
their anxiety and behaviour.
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Our planning and previsions which go into place for our
summer scheme is critical to the overall success of the
program. Our staff start planning for summer scheme in
January to ensure that every child attending has been fully
understood and providing the best care for their time with us.
This includes collecting key information so that we can plan
accordingly to ensure activities are enjoyable for each
individual, but also to plan in as much structure and
strategies to reduce anxiety. This in depth planning then helps
to ensure that summer scheme is successful in reducing social
isolation, increase confidence and build on their social
communication skills. 



Tailored
support

“I just wanted to say a huge thank you to all involved in the summer
scheme this week! My son went to the Bedford one and had an amazing
week. He burst into tears on the way home as he was so sad to be leaving.
We have never felt comfortable leaving him at other playschemes so this
one was very special to him. We are very grateful that he had the chance

to attend and have such a fantastic time.”

We provide tailored support to all children
attending the Summer Scheme A vast amount of
planning and preparation goes into the delivery of
each of our schemes. This includes producing and
collating detailed registration forms, behaviour &
communication plans and the arrangement of
interest led activities. 

All staff undergo a full training program to ensure all childrens needs are understood by the
team. The training areas we cover- medical, safeguarding, behavioral management & policies
and procedures. 
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To be able to support the children in the best way we can, we liaise with
schools, undergo medical and safeguarding training, and organise meet and
greet taster sessions to alleviate children's anxieties about scheme. 

“Families and children need summer scheme because it
allows parents/carers to not only have a chance for
respite and utilise the time away from their children

how they wish but to know their child is in safe hands
and will be accepted for who they are. Children are

provided with opportunities that they may not receive
when at home or school and they are able to

experience these in a safe and inclusive environment.”



ACTIVITY SCHEMES

Our Summer Fun Scheme ran at our regular venue,
Kempston Youth Centre, which has a great range of
resources to use whilst on site, including a board games,
ping pong, table tennis, sports games, arts and crafts,
cooking, gaming and reading.

Once again we were able to provide offsite visits and
experiences. These included: gymnastics centres,
swimming, Bunyan soft play, FUN activity centre, Birds of
prey center and we also had a fire truck come to our Luton
Holiday Club.

For Junior Activity Schemes and Holiday Clubs the
children enjoyed onsite play at our local on site
venues where we had lots of activities for them to
enjoy like Sensory room with lights and materials,
outdoor playground, sensory trays (rice, shaving
foam, lentils, shredded paper), sand pit, water tray,
paddling pool, bikes/ scooters, arts and crafts, EYFS
planning (including maths, english, reading, motor
skills and roleplay area) and group games such as
sports races and parachute games.

Trips included a trampoline park, footgolf, mini golf, bowling,
laser tag as well as dancers visit on site. These engaging
activities experienced as a group brought the young people
together, which encouraged social communication and
allowed friendships to blossom.
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Each of our schemes is specially designed to cater
for the different needs, interests, ages and abilities
of the children who attend:

A total of                           days of activities were accessed by children484



Jack’s STory
Jack’s first time on scheme was a great
success and his family believe he would like
to come back next year!

Jack struggles to access activities and spends
a lot of his time at home. Outside of school,
his family struggle to get him to go
anywhere in the evenings and on weekends.
Jack was able to come for 3 out of 5 days to
the scheme and in that time he went to a
new swimming venue, which is something he
regularly avoids doing. As Jack particularly
struggles with change, going to a new venue
he isn’t comfortable with is a big
achievement for him and he had a great time
swimming. 

Summer Scheme gave Jack the opportunity
to meet others like himself. He doesn’t know
anyone else who is autistic in his day to day
life. During the week of scheme Jack’s family
found him asking lots of questions about
other members and their differences. They
could see that Jack was registering that he
isn’t the only autistic child, which may have
been how he felt before attending scheme.

Jack was able to meet new friends on
scheme and take part in group activities.
Navigating friendships is something that Jack
is unsure of and can find very difficult. It was
great to see Jack taking part in a group
game during the gymnastics activity,
interacting with staff and peers. 

Due to Jack’s difficulties leaving the house,
Jack’s family were able to utilise his time on
scheme to take Jack’s younger sibling out for
the day and do things to support their
quality time together. 



Francesca’s STory
Francesca’s first time on scheme was a
great success and her family believe she
would like to come back next year!

Francesca struggles with changes in her
routine, when she attends school it helps
her with regulation. Fran is an only child
and being on scheme allowed her to stay
in a routine for an extra week. And
allowed her to be around other children
a little bit longer. 

Summer Scheme gave Fran the
opportunity to meet others like herself.
She was able to meet new two new
friends while on scheme and they even
arranged to meet up later in the
summer. 

The taster day with an excellent way for
Fran to understand the scheme and meet
her support worker. Francesca is very
good with names to remember people,
this allowed Mum to speak to Francesca
about the summer scheme and prepare
her for the start. It also allowed her to
see the school as this was a new
environment.

Due to Francesca's difficulties it allowed
Mum the time to get some work done
and relax before spending the rest of the
summer with Francesca. The break
allowed Mum to pay more attention to
Francesca instead of worrying about
work. 



SUMMER
DAY TRIPS

Due to another year of high demand for our summer scheme
we were also able to provide additional summer activities
throughout the summer period. These were available to
children who were unable to reserve a space on our summer
scheme, and some were an opportunity to provide activities
that could be enjoyed as a whole family

12.5
A total of  
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Gymnastics
free-play
sessions

Family
farm

sessions

Stay and
Play

session

Soft play
session

hours of additional summer activities were
enjoyed by children/ young people

“The scheme is so
valuable and the

places they get to go
to are amazings.

Jack wouldn't have
access to such places
if it wasn’t for this

scheme”



ACTIVITIES & HIGHLIGHTS
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"I liked being with
other young people."
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"AMAZING!!!!!!!"

“It was such a great oppoutunity
for D to socialise with other

children and grow in
independance and confidence all

while having fun”

OF PARENTS BENEFIT
FROM SCHEME

KNOWING THEIR
CHILD IS HAVING FUN 

96%

OF FAMILIES FEEL
THAT SCHEME ALLOWS

THEIR FAMILY TO
HAVE A MUCH NEEDED

BREAK

88%

  OF FAMILIES COME
TO SCHEME TO BE

AROUND PEOPLE WHO
UNDERSTAND AND

NOT JUDGE

83%



Bedford scheme feedback

“It is the only holiday scheme that understands E’s needs and provides
appropriate support, it is the only time she spends time away from her family
out of school. She feels safe and supported by the 1:1 support and knows that

person understands her and is there for her. The day is structured and
explained in advance, she feels safe to go and do the activities knowing if she
has any problems she can take time out, talk to someone, the staff will listen

to her at any time.”

“So many summer activities are inaccessible to our boys because those leading
the activity don't understand their needs and also can't accommodate their
needs. The boys might be feeling anxious and need someone to gently support

to enable participation or to make them feel safe and accepted if it is just too
much. The boys have lots of sensory processing difficulties and may need adult
support to ensure they drink enough, keep out of the sun or help regulate if the

noise is too much. Social interaction is really challenging and the boys don't
have much opportunity to mix with other neurodivergent children in a group
and feel accepted and "normal" in the same way neurotypical children do.”

H O U R S  O F  S H O R T
B R E A K S  

1358.5
D A Y S  O F  S H O R T

B R E A K S  

247
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Luton scheme feedback

“The meet up day prior to the start of scheme was lovely.
F is good with names so allowed me to speak about her

support worker for the weekend and prepare her to start.
It also allowed her to see the school as this was a new

environment.“

This is a great scheme which allows me to have a break from
every day struggles to focus on myself a little and allows my

child to make friends where this would usually be hard for him
as he is homeschooled. It’s a space I know is safe for my child

and they always take such good care of him without needing to
worry. It allows him to be himself and embrace who he is

without any judgement. Staff are well trained and understand
the challenges autistic people face.

H O U R S  O F  S H O R T
B R E A K S  

1303.5

“It was nice to have time to relax as a family knowing she
was in great hands of professionals who understand her.

Without this we would have had her at home for the full 6
weeks of holidays which is tiring for my mum.”

D A Y S  O F  S H O R T
B R E A K S  

237
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Our fabulous
funders

Bedford Educational
Association

Barbara Ward
Children's Foundation

The Carlton Educational Charity, and The Robert Haldane Smith Charitable Trust

The Happy Days
Children's Charity

Without the amazing support of our funders, we would not be able to

provide this support for our children, young people and families. 

It costs                               to run our 2023 summer programe£194,619

Our heartfelt thanks also to the following independent funders for their fabulous contributions:
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Special thanks to our
ACTIVITY PROVIDERS &

working partnerships

 Tiddenfoot Leisure
Centre Pool

Hightown 
Community Centre 

Kempston
Youth Centre Richmond Hill 

School
Wootton Lower

 School

Lealands High
School

ONSITE

Colmworth Golf
Club

Orbital Trampoline
Park

Mr Mulligan's Crazy
Golf

 Lewsey Pool
Eat n Bowl
St Neots

Barton Coach
CompanyTenpin

Tokko

Trinity Arts &
Leisure Centre

Snakes &
Ladders Laser World
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Thank you to all the organisations who visited us on-site and/or allowed us to use their
facilities so that our children could enjoy a fun-filled summer scheme: 

MK Springers Gymnastics
Centre Animal Edge Farm

Salto Gymnastics
Club

John Bunyan Soft
Play Dunstable GO Bowling

The various summer schemes wouldn't be possible without our accommodating venues, so a special thanks to: 

VENUES

A6 Fun
Bouncy Castle

OFFSITE

Imagination Dance Stopsley fire station



Autism Bedfordshire is a Company Limited by Guarantee. 
Registered in England No. 04632497 

Registered Office: 1 Hammond Road, Bedford MK41 0UD
Tel: 01234 214871 (enquiries) | 01234 350704 (helpline)

Email: enquiries@autismbeds.org 


